Object tracking simulation using neural network is described. Since control value for tracking should be determined in accordance with past state, such model is needed that can process time series. So a neuron model called "filtering neuron" is introduced. The idea is quite simple and natural : neuron with filtering synapse weight would deal with time-variant patterns well. Though this is not a new idea at all, back propagation algorithm for the network composed of filtering neurons is not introduced yet. The tracking simulation demonstrates the performance of the model, and smart tracking strategy is realized.
Introduction
Realizing automatic object tracking with computer is an important problem in the field such as radar system and robot vision. It is strongly desirable that the object should be tracked in a smart manner if the motion can be predicted or constrained to some extent. Convention ally numerical model approach, e. g. aj3 filter method"", has been a common way to this problem. This kind of way, however, is not appropriate for reflecting explicit strategy to the model therefore makes tracking far from intelligent one.
(1) Putting input data into buffer and giving them to input layer of the network as a batch, or (2) storing the past information in the network should be done.
Each has its own shortage. Based upon (1) , the network will become large. In (2) approach, the way of connecting cells is well considered, and recurrent net work model, which has feedback loops between layers, is well known. This model, however, needs much amount of memories and calculations, and its optimizing algor ithm includes approximation"'. Mainly from these points of view, we adopt neural network approach.
Model
In this chapter a neural network model used for track ing problem is described. In the above expression, if kM then 8k+'(t) can be calculated by the error back propagation below. 
Network architecture
The neural network for simulation, as shown in Fig. 4 respectively, then total network is trained to output the control value of B, the center of scope. Since all sub networks are composed of same type of filtering neur ons, the ways of giving input signal and teaching signal are similar. That is, not that buffered information is given to network at the same time, but that a pair of (input signal, teaching signal) is given at each time.
The number of shapes that NEURO 2 can recognize is 9, including symmetric patterns of what we can see in given. Especially when the motion pattern can be predicted, good maneuver-following is realized, which cannot be expected by a/3 filter method shown in Fig. I ( a ). In Fig. 1 ( a) tracker sometimes "overshoots" when the object changes its direction , while rarely observed in Fig. 1( b ) . Our tracking simulator can also display the result by real time computer graphics ,
though Fig. 1 only shows the locus of motion . 
